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Preparing for a Child Custody Trial provides a concise and relevant look at the entire judicial

process during a custody case. Written by an attorney who has practiced for over a decade in the

family law arena, has served as guardian ad litem and mediator for numerous years, and has

prosecuted and defended a multitude of contested custody matters, this book offers readers the

guidance they need to prepare for a child custody trial. The author covers such key topics as

assessing your position, maximizing your chances of success, acquiring vital information, aiding in

witness selection and depositions, preparing for trial, and finally, undertaking the trial itself. Through

these various topics, this book assists readers in establishing and coordinating a case with an

attorney. Preparing for a Child Custody Trial is an indispensable resource that provides the

essential information necessary to prepare a successful custody caseâ€”preparation being the key

to victory in almost every venture. This easy-to-read book explains the custody proceedings from

start to finish, including useful insights, warnings for the uninitiated, and tips for navigating the

travails of a contested custody matter. After reading this guide, individuals will be able to proceed

with confidence in tackling their custody cases.
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When you go to a divorce lawyer, you pay $350 an hour for practically nothing. This book actually

gives you some concrete guidelines. It ain't much, but it is much, much more than that $350/hour

guy. I one-upped my lawyer after a 30-minute read.

I actually sent a client to this gentleman for mediation. He did a great job. I ordered this book and it

is a nice and informative piece written in a way that a non-lawyer can easily understand. This is a

good place to start if you are faced with this type of battle.

This book is a MUST have for anyone going through a custody case.I read it in about 3 hours and

was amazed at the step by step information it gave.I have it with me when I visit my attorney (who

also loved the book)and when I amin court. It is a great stepping stone to prepare you for whats

happening and whathappens next. GREAT BOOK!

It's a very informative book. I feel like I have much more knowledge about the process than when

I've spoken to court clerks or read a variety of articles. I feel like I can take the information to help

me with moving forward with an attorney.

This book is written in language that is easy to understand. The flow of the chapters and the step by

step requirements in my preparation is 're-assuring. The stages of court appearances is in

accordance with best practices and certainly highlights the importance of gathering evidence and

documentation as well as securing the service of a seasoned Attorney who specializes in family law.

Very empowering.
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